SUCCESS STORY

Vigilant in Mississippi

Vigilant brings full IP solution to the oldest city
on the Mississippi River
About Magnolia Bluffs
Located on the Mississippi River in historic Natchez, Mississippi,
Magnolia Bluffs Casino is home to 580 slot machines and 10
table games. Founded in 1716 Natchez, MS values its historical
heritage as the oldest city on the Mississippi River. While
respecting the contributions of the past, the newly opened
Magnolia Bluffs Casino looked to the future in their design and
implementation of surveillance technology.

The Challenge
As the latest gaming facility to open in Mississippi, the casino selected Vigilant Technology to provide a turnkey solution with the latest in IP video
management systems (VMS), the first of its kind in the state. The task of providing a VMS to cover 45,000 square feet of gaming space with 580 slot
machines and 10 table games fell upon the premier integration services of Southwest Surveillance Systems. “Based on many years of reliability and
innovation within the gaming environment, Vigilant was considered the key selection,” noted Michael Giles, Sales Manager of Southwest Surveillance
Systems.

The Solution — NetView Video Surveillance Center
Vigilant NetView Video Surveillance Center is a fully digital management solution providing a mature
virtual matrix, video-wall operation and powerful event handling in the control center. The primary
accolade to the VMS system, Vigilant’s Netview virtual matrix introduces casino operators to a stateof-the-art video wall that provides instant access to live and recorded video from any camera on any
monitor. This enables the casino to offer a higher level of security by proactively monitoring multiple
alarms and is designed to overcome human error.

A Successful Deployment
As with all large-scale projects, time was of the essence and the burden fell upon Southwest’s site foreman Adam Myhre to ensure a successful
installation. “Vigilant Technology not only delivered the system when promised but also fully configured and tested the entire solution prior to shipment.
Having everything clearly labeled and documented facilitated a fast, efficient and clean installation.” Adam continued, “when permanent power was
supplied to the property at the last minute, we literally flipped a switch and the system came online without any issues whatsoever.”
“The training and implementation for new surveillance agents was far more efficient than in previous gaming venues” noted Mr. Stacy Walker,
General Manager for Magnolia Bluffs. “Our employees enjoy a much more comfortable level of functionality which allows faster adaptation and the
ability to focus on asset protection and procedural enforcement without the trepidation of new technology.”

About Vigilant

About Southwest Surveillance Systems

Founded in 1999, Vigilant Technology designs and manufactures intelligent
IP video surveillance solutions for enterprise class CCTV deployments in
mission critical, multi-site application environments operating over
enterprise LAN, wireless or carrier networks.

Southwest Surveillance Systems was founded in 1991 and has been
focused on providing video surveillance systems for the gaming industry
since its inception. They provide system design, installation, sales and
service of CCTV video surveillance, digital video recording and access
control systems.

Vigilant’s international headquarters is based in Tel Aviv, Israel. The
company is a wholly owned subsidiary of BATM Advanced Communications
(London stock exchange ticker symbol: BVC).
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